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Questions for Stakeholders

1. This project’s origins derive from confusion about “overlap” between committed savings
in the Energy Commission forecast and uncommitted savings. Has this report resolved
the overlap issue for this IEPR/LTPP cycle, or do questions remain?
2. Are the three scenario analyses undertaken by the staff team sufficiently consistent with
the policy initiative groupings established by the CPUC in the original 2008 Goals Study
that underlies D.08-07-047?

3. Does the staff report and its multiple appendices provide sufficiently detailed results
such that the CPUC can understand the broad assumptions and use the results in the
forthcoming 2010 LTPP proceeding?
4. The policy uncertainties associated with major, sustained efforts to increase energy
efficiency savings have been addressed by developing three scenarios, but other
uncertainties are only qualitatively described. Is it the policy or the technical
uncertainties that are more likely to dominate the overall uncertainty of achieving large
energy efficiency savings goals?
5. The staff report and the Itron Attachment identify replacement savings from decay of
committed programs as an analytical issue for the CPUC to address. Is the concept of
savings lost through measure decay sufficiently described for the CPUC to understand
the choices it must consider about savings decay with respect to cumulative goals?
6. The difficulties in meshing two complex analytic efforts to produce consistent savings
estimates are described in the staff report and the Itron Attachment. How might efforts
to develop such estimates in future IEPR/LTPP cycles be revised to improve
consistency?
7. The staff demand forecast analyses and the energy efficiency studies of both potential
savings and expected savings from hypothetical programs are highly complex topics.
Transparency, constructive criticism, collaborative projects, etc. are means by which
stakeholders can engage in the details and improve analytic products compared to
efforts by staff alone. What might serve as a workable standard of transparency to
satisfy the legitimate concerns of stakeholders and policy makers? What elements
would be critical? How might it be created? Given the current absence of such a
standard, does the published documentation satisfy such legitimate concerns?

